Volcanoes

Eruption
(e·rup·tion)

Extinct
(ex·tinct)

Definition: An extinct plant or animal no longer exists.

Example: Since this volcano is now extinct many trees, plants, and flowers are able to grow in the area around the volcano.
Fahrenheit
(Fahr·en·heit)

Definition: A temperature scale in which water freezes at 32 degrees and water boils are 212 degrees.

Example: The thermometer showed that the temperature was over 100 degrees Fahrenheit.
Hawaii (Ha·wai·i)

Volcano (vol·ca·no)
Lava (La·va)

Minerals
(min·er·als)
Definition: If two or more things overlap, part of one thing covers part of another thing.

Example: All four cards overlap each other.
Poisonous
(poi·son·ous)

Definition: Containing a substance that can kill you or make you sick.

Example: These men are wearing protective masks and clothes because they are working with poisonous chemicals.
Shatter

*(shat·ter)*

**Definition:** To break suddenly into very small pieces, or to make something shatter.

**Example:** A high pitch sound *shatters* the glass cup into tiny pieces.
Vesuvius
(Ve·su·vi·us)
Volcanologist
(vol·can·ol·o·gist)